
ATEQ announces VT TRUCK tool software update
Now including +20 truck, bus, trailer and retrofit TPMS sensors

Paris, 14 November 2019 

Proud finalist in the International Grands Prix for Automotive Innovation at the EquipAuto trade show in
Paris, the  ATEQ VT TRUCK – the smart heavy-duty vehicle TPMS maintenance tool for dealerships,
multi-brand workshops, fleet managers and hauliers – has recently been updated to include more than 20
new vehicle and sensor combinations and now includes the following new features and content:

 Activates TPMS sensors for the following vehicles: DAF Trucks,
EvoBus, TEC, Iveco,  Krone Trailers,  Leyland Trucks,  Lion's Coach,
Neoplan, MAN, Mercedes-Benz Trucks, Mitsubishi Fuso, Nova Bus,
Prev  ost, Setra, Scania vehicles, Schmitz Cargobull trailers, Van Hool
coaches as well as the Volvo Bus 9700. 

 Activates  the  following  TPMS  sensors  and  retrofit  kits:
Continental  ContiPressureCheck,  Huf  Baolong  BH  Sens,  LDL,
Schrader  OTR,  Schrader  Gen1,  TireCheck  (Alligator  HD  Sens.it),
Wabco and Ave tech TPMS sensors ... 

 An innovative  twin wheel feature allows the tool  to easily activate
sensors in twin wheel configuration, where sensors are either placed
very close to each other or difficult to reach inside the wheel arch.

New VT TRUCK tools products shipping from the factory will include the software upgrade. Existing ATEQ
VT  TRUCK  customers  can  get  the  software  upgrade  for  free  by  downloading  it  from
www.ateq-tpms.com/downloads 

The recommended retail price for the VT TRUCK is €379, available from regular ATEQ resellers. 

The tool  will  be showcased at  Solutrans -  the International Exhibition for  Road and Urban Transport
Solutions in Lyon, 19-23 November - by Provac (Hall 3, G126), Rema Tip-Top (Hall 3, E230) and SBRF
(Hall 2, A099) among others. 

Media contact
Christelle Hyenne, Marketing & Communications Manager, + 33-1 30 80 10 47
christelle.hyenne@ateq.com

ATEQ TPMS

About ATEQ TPMS:
ATEQ TPMS, a French company,  is  the world's  leading supplier  of  diagnostic  tools  in  the TPMS (Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System) field. ATEQ supplies a comprehensive range of TPM activation tools for assembly lines, research
and development, and for all  workshops dealing with tyres. ATEQ tools speed up diagnosis,  programming and all
maintenance operations relating to TPMS for all vehicles sold in Europe.

About VT TRUCK: 
The ATEQ VT Truck TPMS tool offers functionalities specifically designed for maintenance of European trucks and
buses. Thanks to its sturdy and compact design, the tool easily read sensors even in twin wheels, and has the ability to
register the TPMS sensor information for up to 26 wheels per vehicle. Already compatible with most truck, trailer and
bus TPMS sensors, the VT Truck is frequently updated with new heavy-duty vehicles as they are introduced. All at an
attractive price.

http://www.ateq-tpms.com/downloads
mailto:christelle.hyenne@ateq.com


VT TRUCK FEATURES
 Ideal for fleet management and heavy vehicle maintenance
 Checks tyre pressure to prevent under-inflation and reduce vehicle down-time
 Checks sensor battery level to prevent sensor failure
 Activates TPMS sensors of major truck and bus brands on the European market
 Displays all sensor data: ID, tire pressure, tire temperature, battery status etc.
 Handles twin wheels configuration with ease
 Manages and saves TPMS data for up to 26 wheels
 Evolutive vehicle coverage with frequent database updates
 3 years software license included

Learn more about ATEQ TPMS:
* The range of ATEQ products and solutions = https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/home/all-products/
* ATEQ workshop tools = https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/categories/workshop_tools-en-uk/
* ATEQ tools for European trucks and buses = https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/categories/truck-tpms-solutions/
* ATEQ resellers = https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/home/where-to-buy/
* Contact the TPMS team for further information = https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/home/contact/

https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/categories/truck-tpms-solutions/
https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/home/contact/
https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/home/where-to-buy/
https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/categories/workshop_tools-en-uk/
https://www.ateq-tpms.com/en-uk/home/all-products/
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